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Travel is gradually rebounding, after freezing in March 2020, when the Covid pandemic hit with full force. Domestic travel and tourism spending in the past, we greeted each other at

who's travelling now—and where and why
Travel has taken a hard hit since the pandemic. Still, there are signs of hope. From a culturally rich city in the American Plains to a small African nation full of national parks, here are the 22

where to travel 2022: the best destinations to visit
Dr. Le Xuan Nghia, former Vice President of the National Financial Supervisory Commission. Photo: Tung Dinh. In reality, Vietnamese agriculture can be seen as a strategic spearhead and a real strength

strategies and policies enhance vietnamese agricultural product value
"Over the past two years, our state’s travelling tourism industry has faced major disruptions because of the COVID-19 pandemic, and we know just how important travel and tourism are to Nevada

sen. rosen: proposed bill would help nevada tourism recovery
As a result, they are happy with the travel trade and between the media and tourism sectors to enhance mutual benefits and economic growth. The publisher, in a paper entitled: “Role of

stakeholders laud 2021 akwaaba tourism exhibition
Dave Cordner is Founder and Managing Director of Central Belfast Apartments, which provides clients with investment properties.

“I want to see a peaceful and prosperous city for my kids to grow up in” – 60 seconds with dave cordner of central belfast apartments
November 1 was the official start of Thailand’s open-border policy to once again welcome tourists on a large scale. The success of domestic vaccinations against the coronavirus was one factor that

restarting tourism, recharging life
PCR testing is considered the “gold standard” in SARS-CoV-2 detection. This test actually detects RNA (or genetic material) that is specific to

important testing clarification: pcr and rapid tests are both ok!
Boris Johnson has scrapped the travel testing regime introduced to combat the Omicron variant. In a statement to MPs, the Prime Minister said that fully vaccinated travellers entering England will no

testing burden eased for uk travellers, but 'damage already done'
The workcation model is definitely here to stay.” The upsides include being able to escape more frequently, and extending weekend travel just because you can. So, visit the in-laws. Take the road trip

these five trends will shape the future of travel

The Biden administration seeks new rules to control Omicron variant cases through vaccine mandates for air-travel.

an air-travel vex mandate would do no more to vanquish covid
The COVID surge again has derailed some plans, including a January lecture by famed Egyptologist Zahi Hawass, who canceled his U.S. appearances including one benefiting the Boca Raton Museum of Art.

virtual and live, miami's arts shine on in january, some even vrooomm
Travel companies have also reported a bounce in demand after the rules were relaxed for people returning to Wales from abroad. While some countries have relatively few entry rules for unvaccinated

the holiday rules for unvaccinated people and what tui, jet2, and british airways say
Bigger than the Olympics, this five-yearly mega event attracts globetrotters, but organisers admit it usually fails to “resonate” with Brits. Dubai Expo is running a UK TV advertising campaign to help

bigger and better: exploring dubai's latest offerings
The time is near.

election: fact, fiction and what’s in between
We’ve looked at some of the holiday rules around the world for people who have not received both Covid jabs (and who are not otherwise exempt for medical or age-related reasons, for example). READ

travel rules for those not double-jabbed - tui, british airways, and jet2's travel rules for unvaccinated
The Government of Dubai on Sunday approved AED181 billion ($49 billion) three-year budget for fiscal years 2022-2024, taking a long-term view on financial and strategic planning for the emirate’s

uae press: dubai budget aligns short and medium fiscal goals
I sat down during the holidays last year and tried to capture my thoughts on 2020. In the midst of the uncertainty and anxiety that was 2020, I felt it important to reflect and try to extract some

2021 year in review: alberta board/executive search and advisory lens
When we look back on how far we’ve come, it makes us more grateful for where we are. Let’s all try to channel a sense of wonder when we’re able to travel more freely in 2022 and beyond. Here are 22

where to travel 2022: the best destinations to go
Travel has taken a hard hit since the pandemic. Still, there are signs of hope. From a culturally rich city in the American Plains to a small African nation full of national parks, here are the 22

where to travel in 2022: the best destinations to visit
It’s no secret that the travel and tourism industries have taken it on the chin the past two years. But there is light at the end of the tunnel. With vaccinated travel lanes (VTLs) starting and the

year in review: can singapore travel and tourism stocks soar to new highs in 2022?
Memphis - “Tributaries: Andrew Hayes” – Rigidity of metal meets the fragility of paper in Andrew Hayes $196
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Tennessie tourism round up: examining the past
Officials considering the possibility of an influenza pandemic in the late 1990s expected to have months to prepare for a virus reaching the UK — but noted that increasing global travel and the

State papers: northern irland pandemic plan feared rapid spread as china opened up
Alberta’s travel and tourism are almost totally dependent on tourism. Our local businesses and their employees have been profoundly affected over the past two years,” the tourism

Alberta’s tourism industry speaks out against ‘confusing’ travel rules as holiday season nears
JOHOR BARU (THE STAR/ASIA NEWS NETWORK) - The expansion of the vaccinated travel lane (VTL) “Local tourism activities have been increasing in the past two months, especially with the holiday

Expanding land vtl to more travellers can boost Johor economy, say business and tourism groups
Jobs in tourism, and conservation,” Paetzold says. HAN has observed that the hesitancy to book destinations in southern Africa in advance is growing. “In the past two years, travel bans and

Travel bans: tourism companies bleed m$2.1m each in one week
But the Omicron variant is unsettling those willing to travel as they have in the past two years. “Holidays at home have experienced a real renaissance,” says tourism researcher Pillmayer.

Travel year 2022: cautious confidence
The Omicron scare seems to have had little impact on travel plans, except that most foreign destinations are out due to COVID-related restrictions. The domestic tourism scene is bustling

Year-end travel plans on as omicron has little impact on tourism
Covid self-isolation period cut in Scotland Thom Yorke reveals debut single from new band The Smile What the papers past fortnight, we have heard nothing from Government about how travel and

Thousands set off for France to beat tourism ban
However, with the recent detection of the highly contagious Omicron variant of the virus, the situation may again turn gloomy for the travel and tourism sector. The Directorate General of Civil

As virus again thwarts travel plans, an airline offers free seats and meals in India
Helloworld shares, which had pulled back in the past two months, were up 22c to $2.51 in late afternoon trade. Corporate Travel started in 1994 with two staff and now has divisions from the UK to

Government contracts key to corporate travel buyout
Around 65 per cent of respondents in India have travelled in the past six months and a majority after the coronavirus pandemic upended travel and tourism sector in 2020, according to OYO

Indian travellers indulged in ‘workcation’ mode this year: OYO report
Around 65 per cent of respondents in India have travelled in the past six months and a majority top on the list of spots for these work and travel trips, followed by many who visited their

Indian travellers indulged in ‘workcation’ mode this year: OYO report
He said local purchasing power is also predicted to be stagnant, as seen at the travel fair featuring 300 tourism operators that TTAA organised over the past weekend at Iconsiam. Mr Suthiphong

Tourism fears mount over omicron
For the past many years Rs20,000 for Kulu-Chandigarh travel. Hoteliers say better road and air connectivity a

Poor air link setback for Kulu tourism industry
Fashion has always been closely linked to tourism, as mentioned an upward growth trajectory of 17 per cent per annum in the past decade, which is consequent as much on its increasing

Nigerian fashion and the journeys of return (1), by Folorunso Coker
With growth comes worsening traffic, rising housing costs and long lines of tourists visiting the most beloved bars and restaurants. But it’s not all bad, as 2021’s Year In Review participants note

Year in review: residents and local leaders reflect on Asheville’s growth and tourism
“This over the past fortnight, we have heard nothing from Government about how travel and tourism might be supported. The time to act is now.”

Thousands head to France to beat tourism ban
South Africa’s health minister said Friday that vaccines and past infections could be a The already beleaguered travel and tourism industry is being particularly hammered.

Official says past infection may blunt omicron
That rebound in travel caught the attention of the University of South Carolina’s Social Media Insights Lab. “Tourism in South was mentioned online more this past summer than during previous

Social media chatter about SC tourism in 2021 gives insights on industry’s recovery
One popular holiday rental company estimated accommodation prices rose by up to 37 per cent in the past two confidence to travel interstate. Mornington Peninsula Regional Tourism chief

Travel jitters push up the price of a Victorian holiday
A total of 522 persons from Chandigarh, Punjab and Haryana region have surrendered their passports in the past five years the pandemic crippled the travel and tourism industry.

522 from Chandigarh, Punjab, Haryana region give up citizenship in past 5 yrs
From the inboard tourism perspective there is £30bn the UK earns – that’s been down 80% over the past year. “Resolving the restrictions on international travel needs to be done. The government

Travel bosses demand end to expensive covid tests as omicron ‘has already spread’
This affects African countries, in particular, because most African countries rely on transportation and tourism. Part of what these travel bans I’ve had in the past, is that there was

With covid-19 variants, greater vaccine distribution works better than travel bans
We have succeeded in laying the foundations to restart tourism around the pillars of sustainability, innovation, people and investing for a resilient future. Over the past year, progress has been

Resilient, determined tourism sector gearing up for next year
They just haven’t been effective in the past,” said WestJet spokesperson While the advisory focused on international travel, even the domestic tourism industry will be hit hard by

As omicron cases rise, people cancel their winter trips — and the travel industry suffers again
“Over the past fortnight, we have heard nothing from Government about how travel and tourism might be supported. The time to act is now.”
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